[Ultrastructural localization of calcium pyroantimonate in Mauthner neurons of goldfish fry adapted to natural stimulation].
The localization of Ca2+ in control and adapted goldfish fry Mauthner cells (M-cells) revealed by sedimentation with potassium pyroantimonate technique was investigated. It has been shown the following. 1. In the control M-cells electron dense precipitates are present in the extracellular space, commonly within the active zone clefts of chemical synapses, throughout the whole apposition of the mixed synapses and in the synaptoplasm of both type afferent boutons. No precipitates were seen in the cytoplasm of M-cells. 2. After long term natural (vestibular) stimulation (LTNS), resulting in a strong functional suppression of M-cells, precipitates disappeared entirely from active zones but remained numerous in the cytoplasm of M-cells. The distribution of precipitates within the cytoplasm was non-uniform, the highest density was observed on the surfaces of intracellular organelles and elements of the cytoskeleton. 3. In fatigued M-cells after LTNS and after a subsequent one day rest the distribution of precipitates was less intensive, while in the whole it resembled that of fatigued M-cells. 4. In adapted M-cells the distribution of precipitates was similar to that observed in control. M-cells after LTNS, but the amount and size of the precipitated grains were noticeably increased. 5. The most numerous precipitates were seen in adapted M-cells after LTNS. They were localized throughout the postsynaptic cytoplasm and in a lesser order in the presynaptic cytoplasm. 6. After one day rehabilitation the intensitivity of cytochemical reaction of Ca2+ ion precipitation restored to the initial stage characteristic of adapted M-cells before LTVS. The results obtained suggest that the total concentration of Ca2+ ions in adapted M-cells and the dynamics of their exchanges between cytosole and intracellular depots, such as the smooth endoplasmic reticulum, may increase to keep a normal or even increased functional activity of M-cells, both before and after the LTNS.